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Update from the CEO (part one)
We continue to review the provider survey results and should have a plan
communicated companywide soon. The survey revealed that providers like the
people they work with and find the service they provide to patients to be
meaningful and important. Areas of most importance were their relationships
with Adfinitas colleagues, compensation, PTO carryover, and the schedule/
flexibility. Areas of most satisfaction were their relationships with Adfinitas
colleagues. Satisfaction with compensation and schedule/flexibility were evenly
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divided between satisfied, neutral, and dissatisfied. Areas where people are most
dissatisfied are the 401k (though this was ranked as important by only 10% of respondents) and Rewards and
Recognition. Finally, a large majority of providers feel that compensation should be tied to productivity and
to quality.
This is really important information and I want to thank everyone who participated. There are several
changes we can make to help the people who care for our patients feel better about their professional lives.
Some are relatively inexpensive, and we will obviously implement those. Others require significant financial
resources, and we will need to choose wisely among these possibilities. I expect that we will be communicating this in the next couple of weeks.
You may also have noticed a new look on our website and in our marketing materials. When we hired

our new Vice President of Client Relations (business development), we also evaluated our ability to win new
contracts. While we have added a couple of hospitals in the past 1 to 2 years these were smaller hospitals,
and our overall growth was not what we hoped for. A marketing firm was recommended to us and offered to
evaluate our current marketing efforts. That firm made a convincing case that our efforts were outdated and
needed some work. For an extremely reasonable price we engaged them to update our look and to assist
our new VP of Client Relations in outreach to potential client hospitals and post-acute facilities. If we want to
be successful and to be able to fund further initiatives to improve provider satisfaction, growth in our patient
volumes is essential.
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Update from the CEO (part two)
Please look at the website to see the new logo and colors. We are in the process of scheduling a roll
out of new business cards for all our providers. Lab coats will be scheduled to roll out over the course of 6
months and should start soon after the business cards are distributed.
As always, thanks for all the work you are doing to help care for all the patients and families that
Adfinitas touches.

National Nurse Practitioner Week
The American Association of Nurse Practitioners has designated November 7-13 as National
Nurse Practitioner Week. With over 325,000 practitioners across the country, Nurse Practitioners as a
profession are significant contributors to the health and welfare of, at times, the most vulnerable and
underserved population. Adfinitas Health is proud of and grateful for the contributions of each of our
215 Nurse Practitioners who tirelessly care for patients who we serve. Thank you!

Special Congratulations
On October 11, Dr. Akshaykumar Vachhani was notified that he
passed the ABIM 2021 Internal Medicine Certification Examination.
Congratulations Dr. Vacchani!

APP Training Graduates
Congratulations to the newest graduates of the Adfinitas Health
APP training program: Michaela Hicks, Theresa Curvey, Gwen Callahan, Flora Ndaka-Nusta, Kaila Wells, Ashley Hofer, Ludmilla
Aronzon, Ca’Seem Tyler
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Welcome to Our New Hires
New Hires
June

July

August

Olayemi Adedoja– Calvert

Navdeep Singh—Wilkes Barre

Amelia Noble— Fauquier

Laura Quink—Mercy

Ogochukwu Okoli— Baltimore Washington Medical Center

Claire Stanley— Baltimore Washington Medical Center

Troy Cover— Wilkes Barre

Bennett So— Anne Arundel Medical
Center

Sneha Tella— Baltimore Washington
Medical Center

Chase Neitzke— Post-Acute
Paige Castelino—Wayne
Michael Klingerman— Scranton

Akshaykumar Vachhani— WilkesBarre

Embarka Chaib—Post-Acute
Himabindu Manneri—Post-Acute
Olubunmi Aiyegbusi—Post-Acute

September
Abigail Prentice— Marquette
Scott Golde—Clinton

Nestor Rives Perez— Lehigh Valley
Janet Asare— Fauquier

October
Rebecca Gresh— PA PAS

Marcelyn Anderson— Marquette
Gretchen Heglar— Charles Regional
Matthew Micco— Baltimore WashMedical Center
Tracey Dixon— PA Post-Acute
ington Medical Center
John Nelson— Marquette
Shannyn Carey— Moses Taylor
Richard Cooks— Baltimore WashMeng Wang— Baltimore WashingTerry Luma— Wayne
ington Medical Center
ton Medical Center
Kaung San—Fauquier
Julian Kang— Baltimore WashingAdeola Fagbohunka— Baltimore
ton Medical Center
Washington Medical Center
Millicent Settler—Post-Acute

Melinda Jorge— Fauquier

Lorean Nwosu— Baltimore Washington Medical Center

Diana Passwaters— Post-Acute

Amen Javaid— Fauquier

Jennifer Cohen— Clinton

Yin Fei Hung— Mercy

Akinbola Ajai-Obe—Fauquier

Nana Katateladze— Baltimore
Washington Medical Center
Pamela Mumba— Meritus
Ilevba Osarenkhoe— Calvert
Eric Lee— Scranton
Martha Wendemineh— Fauquier
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Welcome Andy Ottolini and Karen Millard

Andy Ottolini,
Vice President Client Services

Karen Millard,
Director of Revenue Cycle

Andy Ottolini joined Adfinitas Health as our
Vice President Client Services in July this year.

Karen joined the Adfinitas Health Team as the
Director of Revenue Cycle in July of this year. She
brings over 27 years’ leadership experience in ProfesIn this position, Andy oversees all hospitalbased and post-acute growth initiatives for Adfinitas sional Revenue Cycle Management. She is responsiHealth. He has a decade of healthcare experience in ble for overseeing the revenue cycle process from
roles focused on business development, operations, charge capture through collections and the corporate
compliance program for Adfinitas.
and strategic program expansion.
Prior to joining Adfinitas Health, he held various business development positions with national
physician management organizations, offering multiple service line solutions to hospital/post-acute partners across the US.

Karen lives in Cortland, NY with her husband
and two Rottweilers. She moved back to NY to be
closer to her daughter and two young grandchildren.
She enjoys cooking, reading and family time. She
and her husband also are involved in Confirmation
Breed showing with her young Rottweiler, Jes.

Andy recently married his wife Hillary who is
Karen is excited to be working with the Adfinia math teacher and volleyball coach. In his free time
he enjoys all things sports, playing the guitar (poorly) tas group and looks forward to meeting more of the
team. Karen can be reached at 443-410-4995 or at
and grilling.
KMillard@adfinitashealth.com.
Andy can be reached at 865.850.1369 or
aottolini@adfinitashealth.com.
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Welcome Holly Wittsack and Crystal Joines

Holly Wittsack,
Coding Auditor

Holly Wittsack, CPC, CPMA, is a certified
medical claims auditor with over 14 years of experience in the health care field. Holly believes
that accurate documentation and coding practices are an invaluable part of providing quality patient care. She is skilled in utilizing the CPT and
ICD-10-CM code sets and provides excellent education on the corresponding documentation
standards and proper code utilization.
In her free time, Holly loves to run and
just ran in the Boston Marathon.
She can be reached at 443.823.0441 or
hwittsack@adfinitashealth.com .

Crystal Joines
Medical Billing Coordinator

Crystal Joines joined the billing team on
August 10th. Crystal has 12 years’ experience in
professional revenue cycle. Crystal is responsible
for the Lehigh billing and is also focused on demographic improvements for the practice. Her strong
background in physician revenue cycle made her a
great candidate for the position.
Crystal is a Proud Marine Mom inspired
daily by her husband and three children. In her
free time she enjoys cooking, decorating and traveling. She also loves spending time with her dog,
Luna.
She can be reached at 443-410-4450 and
cjoines@adfinitashealth.com .
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Anniversaries
June

July

1 Year
Melissa Taylor
Karen VanCamp
Michael Stevens
Maria Villanueva

5 Years
Tanvi Tiwari Vashisht
Angela Poltrack
Reshata Mills
Afia Brobbey

August
1 Year
Katherine Kurzius
Yusra Azmi
Carolina Braga
Melissa Hendrickson

1 Year
Heather Goddard
Teresa Cohan

5 Years
Shahana Karim
Saurabh Dasgupta
Aleyamma Mathew
Tiya Cornejo

September
5 Years
Khushbu Desai
Kimberle Hogge
Renu Thomas
Grace Emasealu
Kevin Carr
Addisu Temesgen

October
1 Year
Aminita Kamara
Abhijit Kasinadhuni
Jolene Li
Adina Andras
Shannon Perticone
Raissa-Christele Jacobsen
Musaab Esmael
Samantha Abraham
Clifford Fulton

5Year
Melissa James
Prakash Nakrani
Verona Roberts
Benorayehush Weldetsadik

1 Year
5 Years
Owen Culpepper
Seid Aminu
Samir Nirola
Pratikkumar Sheth
Ariane Conaboy
Nalini Kakimallaiah
Sanjay Saxena
David Mayne
Flora Nusta
Matthew Callandar
Danielle Sandstrom
Kathleen McClanahan
Jason Rahme
Patrick O’Brien
Eric Mathias
Lidiya Bukenova
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Staff Recognition
Employee of the Month
July
Dr. Yuzra Azmi, Post-Acute Physician
Stephanie Joy, Post-Acute APP
Amanda Karosus, Acute APP at Scranton
Aunisha Desai, Acute APP at Wilkes-Barre

August
Thomas Manion, Post-Acute
Megan Shroyer, Post-Acute
Deb Van Orden , Acute APP at Baltimore Washington MedicalCenter
Allison Zameroski, Acute APP at Wilkes-Barre

September
Dr. Reshma Modi, Post-Acute Physician
Courtenay McDonough, Post-Acute
Deborah Bohan, Acute APP at Mercy
Jill Thomas, Acute APP at Marquette

Corporate Employee of the Quarter
Maggie Muiruri was recognized as the Corporate Employee of the Quarter. Maggie anticipates the needs of the Operations team and goes above and beyond to make sure her part of
onboarding providers occurs in time for our providers to start as needed. She is extraordinarily customer focused, available, and responsive to Adfinitas Health colleagues. Maggie is
a caring problem solver.
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BENEFITS OPEN ENROLLMENT!
Open Enrollment dates: Monday, November 8 - Friday, December 3.
What this means: During this time, you have the opportunity to make any changes that you
would like to the benefits that you have in place for yourself (and your family) or select new
ones if you currently don’t have them and are qualified as a full-time employee of Adfinitas. You can add, drop or change medical plans, select beneficiaries, add optional coverage,
and add a Flexible Savings Plan (FSA) and more.
*Please note: PA Health Benefits will have a separate open enrollment in May, 2022 and
changes made then will be effective June 1, 2022.*
FSA Open Enrollment is ACTIVE: This means that if you plan to use your Flexible Spending
Account or Dependent Flexible Spending Account in 2022 you will need to go to the Kelly
Benefits website and enroll (or re-enroll) there. Your 2021 Flexible Spending Account will terminate on December 31, 2021.
For All Other Benefits Open Enrollment is PASSIVE: This means that even if you do not participate in open enrollment, but you are currently enrolled, coverage will continue as outlined:
• Your benefits will continue on as they are this year (health, dental and vision). You will be
enrolled in the same plans as you are enrolled in now with the applicable 2022 premium
deductions being applied. If you are in the HSA-qualifying plan, you will remain in it and
your HSA contribution/deduction will also remain the same. All of your beneficiaries will
also remain the same.

If you have any questions regarding your benefits options or the open enrollment process,
please contact Maggie Muiruri at (443) 410-4993 or Karen Walsh at (410) 999-1132.
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The Calvert Team!

The Calvert Hospital Hospitalist team was highlighted in Calvert’s September newsletter.
As part of Level 2, the hospitalists received the highest and most improved HCAPHS scores going up in all 10 domains. Doctor communication and nurse communication improved
greatly. Our hospitalist team improved communication scores from last quarter. Patients shared
that the doctors listened carefully, explained in a way they understood and treated them with
courtesy and respect.
Thank you for your commitment to an exceptional patient experience at Calvert.

Thank you, Dr. Hamlett!
Steve runs two facilities and has had to deal with staff shortages this year, especially because there have also been quite a few staff members with personal or family emergencies
and illnesses. Steve is managing it all while also trying to initiate new programs here at UMROI, such as a dialysis unit.
If there is ever a question or disagreement regarding patient care, Steve handles it in a
way that the providers always feel respected and a valuable members of the team. Thus, I
feel that UMROI is a great environment in which we can always continue to develop our
knowledge and skills as physicians, and PAs and NPs without feeling anxious.
—Adina Cappell
While we don’t recognize our partners as the Employee of the Month, we wanted to share this heartfelt
recommendation.
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Post-Acute Highlights
Growth at Kensington
The Post-Acute division is excited to announce, in continued partnership with Communicare, we began
Medical Director services at Kensington Healthcare Center in Kensington, MD in September. We also look
forward to providing attending services for Kensington in the near future.

The Meritus team enjoys some well deserved team relaxation in Frederick, MD.
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We’re looking for
more great people
like you!
And the best way to find more talented, dedicated people is to ask the ones who know
best – you! If you know someone who would be a good fit for our team, check out our
referral program. One successful referral can be worth up to $5,000!
The Employee Referral Form can be found on the employee portal and submitted to Careers@adfinitashealth.com
Medical Director:
We are seeking a lead physician for our program at Clinton Memorial Hospital, Wilmington, Ohio.
Post-Acute Physicians and APPs:
We have opportunities in Southern Maryland, Anne Arundel County, and Montgomery County. Monday-Friday,
generous paid time off, and minimal call!
Hospitalist physicians and APPs:
We are hiring for our programs in:
Maryland - Anne Arundel Medical Center, Baltimore Washington Medical Center, Meritus Medical Center, Calvert Hospital, University of Maryland Rehab & Ortho
Pennsylvania: Wilkes-Barre General Hospital and Regional Hospital of Scranton

Michigan: UP Health System, Marquette
PRN/Per Diem – Earn up to $1,000 for a per diem referral - all locations!
Strike Team – Know of anyone looking for locums work, yet wanting guaranteed shifts and full benefits? Strike
team is hiring physicians and APPs!
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